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Abstract

A passive-adaptive slat concept was designed to avoid separation in the root region

of a horizontal-axis wind turbine blade. This concept incorporates an autonomously

moveable slat device only driven by the aerodynamic forces acting on it without the

need for mechanical or electrical actuation. It opens at high local angles of attack to

delay the stall angle and closes for small angles of attack to increase the lift to drag

ratio of the blade segment. This article describes the development of a passive-

adaptive slat for a DU-91-W2-250 airfoil, which is a segment of the reference rotor

blade in the project SmartBlades 2.0. In the course of the passive-adaptive slat

design, the optimization of the slat and its extended position is presented. This is

followed by the development of two passive-adaptive slat kinematics, which are

opening and closing the slat passively at different angles of attack. With the designed

passive-adaptive slat the stall of the airfoil is delayed by 20� in incidence and the

maximum lift of the airfoil is increased by about 130% at the same time in compari-

son to the original airfoil. Furthermore, the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil with moveable

passive-adaptive slat has in most conditions a higher climb index and therefore a bet-

ter aerodynamic performance than the same airfoil with a fixed integrated slat.

K E YWORD S

high-lift system, optimization, passive stall control, passive-adaptive slat kinematics, rotor
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The root sections of commercial wind turbines often operate with separation on the upper blade surface due to stalled flow caused by their non-

aerodynamic design. The separated flow in combination with a fluctuating wind field induces fluctuating loads on the rotor blade, which cause a

reduction of the blade's lifetime and efficiency.1 To extend the blade lifetime and to improve its performance, the flow separation in the root

section needs to be avoided. Currently, there is a wide field of research to reduce the flow separation as well as the loads on a rotor blade with

the help of passive and active flow control systems.2-5 In commercial wind turbines vortex generators (VGs) are mainly used for this purpose for

decades. VGs are aerodynamical devices, which cause the formation of longitudinal vortices. The vortices lead to further mixing of the down-

stream flow and transport momentum from the outer flow to the near wall region.6,7 Hereby, the boundary layer flow is refreshed by flow with

higher kinetic energy, which stabilizes it more against separation in an adverse pressure gradient. It has been successfully demonstrated that they

can be used to shift the stall of a wind turbine airfoil towards higher angles of attack (α).8,9 Øye10 has shown that the power performance of a
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wind turbine can be significantly improved by retrofitting rotor blades with VGs. At the same time, VGs cause a slight increase in drag,11 and their

effective range is limited as long as the separation is downstream. In contrast, it is known from aircraft design that slats allow a much wider range

of application of an airfoil with respect to the angle of attack range.12

For this reason, Zahle et al13 designed a rigid slat for a 40% thick flatback airfoil and investigated the geometry both numerically and experi-

mentally. The investigations showed that the maximum lift of the wind turbine airfoil can be increased by more than 130% due to a stall incidence

increase by up to 16� with the help of a slat. Pechlivanoglou et al14 obtained a maximum lift increase by more than 75% in comparable investiga-

tions based on wind tunnel measurements on a thick wind turbine airfoil with a rigid slat. They also demonstrated with simulations using the Blade

Elementum Momentum (BEM) theory that a gain in power generation of 0.5–1% can be realized with the use of their slat device. Gaunaa et al15

have shown as well that installing a rigid slat and therefore avoiding separation by delaying the stall in the root section of a wind turbines blade

could lead to an annual energy production increase by up to 1%.

Manso Jaume and Wild16 demonstrated a large potential of stall delay by designing an auxiliary and an integrated rigid slat for a thick wind

turbine airfoil with the help of an aerodynamic optimization procedure using CFD simulations. Especially the designed two-element airfoil with

the integrated rigid slat shows a high stall delay, a high lift after stall, and a higher aerodynamic efficiency than the original airfoil without a slat

device. Their integrated version of the slat is also the starting point of the present study. Later, Steiner et al17 pointed out that the aerodynamic

performance of a rotor blade with a rigid slat can be even more increased, when the rigid slat and the main airfoil are designed together.

On the one hand, slats improve the aerodynamic performance of a blade section at high local angles of attack by delaying the stall, but on the

other hand, an airfoil with an open slat shows a lower lift to drag ratio compared to the same airfoil with a retracted slat for small angles of

attack.18 Since the local angle of attack could suddenly change because of the fluctuating wind field, the slat of a wind turbine blade should be

moveable with reference to the inflow.

Singh et al19 have tested in a wind tunnel experiment, whether the slat designed by Manso Jaume and Wild16 can reduce the dynamic loads

on a wind turbine airfoil based on the DU-91-W2-250, when actively controlled. The active slat is shape-adaptive with the help of an actively

deformable trailing edge, which is used to vary the gap between the slat and the main airfoil. The airfoil with the active slat was exposed to differ-

ent complex inflows with varying fluctuation. According to Singh et al., the active slat can reduce fluctuating loads up to 59% for low frequency

gust inflows. However, in some cases, where the active slat regulation could not adapt to the incoming flow, the active regulation amplified the

loads on the airfoil. The use of such an active slat for stall delay and load reduction is accordingly possible but very dependent on the correct con-

trol strategy. The problem with such an active control system is that it causes extra maintenance work, when it is used at a wind turbine. Further-

more, when the actuation of such an active flow control device is designed with the use of an electrical system, the device and its regulation

systems need sufficient lightning protection. The advantages of using a slat device should therefore be exploited without using any complex con-

trol system.

The aim of the presented research is to develop a moveable slat for the root section of a rotor blade based on the integrated slat concept of

Manso Jaume and Wild, which avoids separation on the blade surface and reacts to the incoming flow by using a kinematic mechanism. In order

to keep the complexity of such a slat device as simple as possible, the present research focuses on the development of a passive-adaptive slat

which works without any actuation and electrical devices. The idea of this passive-adaptive slat device is based on the research of Petrikat20 and

Braun.21

The main objective of this research is to design a passive-adaptive slat for the airfoil DU-91-W2-250, which is a segment of the reference

rotor blade in the project SmartBlades 2.0. It shall open passively with reference to the inflow for high angles of attack. When the slat is open, the

stall angle of the airfoil shall be delayed to avoid separation and to increase the maximum lift of the airfoil. When the slat is closed, the lift to drag

ratio shall be increased in comparison to the airfoil with an open slat for small angles of attack. In the following report, the design of the slat and

its completely open position is described first. Afterwards, the design of two different mechanisms for opening and closing the slat passively is

presented. The principle as well as the design of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics is presented for a scaled two-dimensional wind tunnel model,

which will be investigated in upcoming measurements at ForWind, University of Oldenburg. Based on the developed passive-adaptive slat design,

Section 4 discusses how such a passively movable slat can be integrated into a rotor blade of a full-scale wind turbine.

2 | DESIGN OF THE SLAT GEOMETRY

The first step to design the passive-adaptive slat kinematics is the design of the slat shape and the slat position when completely open. This is

necessary because the slat kinematics and its passive-adaptive movement can only be designed when the aerodynamic behavior of the airfoil

including the slat is known. The slat geometry was designed by the use of a numerical optimization procedure developed within the PYRANHA22

framework. PYRANHA offers different optimization algorithms to solve an extremum problem. The scheme of the optimization process is

described in Figure 1.

In the beginning of the design process, a baseline geometry is defined, which shall be optimized (Figure 1, gray). In this case, the DU-

91-W2-250 airfoil with an integrated slat16 was defined as baseline geometry and is outlined in Section 2.1. Afterwards, the design parameters
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(yellow) for the slat's shape and position, which are changed during the optimization process, are presented in Section 2.2. For each new geome-

try, an analysis of its aerodynamic behavior has been performed. This consists of the generation of a new computational grid—described in

Section 2.3—and a numerical analysis by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), described in detail in Section 2.4. The main part of this optimiza-

tion process is the solving of the extremum problem by minimizing the objective function (blue). The objective function is described in Section 2.5.

The optimization procedure is performed in several iterations until an optimum of the objective function, and therefore, a final geometry is found.

The final geometry (green) that is developed during the process is described in the end in Section 2.6.

2.1 | Baseline geometry

The baseline geometry of the present research article is based on the investigations made by Manso Jaume and Wild.16 They have designed an

integrated rigid slat as well as a superimposed rigid slat for a DU-91-W2-250 airfoil (see Figure 2). Manso Jaume and Wild defined their integrated

slat by dividing the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil into a main profile and a slat. In contrast, the superimposed slat was placed in front of the origi-

nal DU-91-W2-250 airfoil, which was used as main profile in this configuration.

Manso Jaume and Wild compared the aerodynamic performance of the designed integrated rigid slat to the aerodynamic performance of the

designed superimposed rigid slat configuration. According to their research, the integrated slat leads to a higher maximum angle of attack of the

airfoil than the superimposed slat and to a better aerodynamic performance in terms of the airfoil's efficiency. The passive-adaptive slat geometry

is therefore based on the integrated rigid slat of the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil developed by Manso Jaume and Wild.

The first step of the passive-adaptive slat design was to generate a closed slat wing contour by extending the rigid integrated slat of Manso

Jaume and Wild to the main airfoil. The resulting closed slat configuration is the baseline geometry of the passive-adaptive slat design process

and can be seen in Figure 3 (bottom).

When looking at the baseline geometry of the closed passive-adaptive slat configuration, the open contour between the main airfoil and the

slat's lower side is attracting attention. This design is chosen because according to Braun,21 an open wing contour at the lower side of the airfoil

improves the opening movement of the passive-adaptive slat. This is due to the fact that a stagnation area between the closed slat and the main

airfoil is developing, when the air is flowing around the airfoil (see Section 2.6). Hence, the region of the lower side of the slat has a higher static

pressure than the region on the upper side of the slat. The slat thus tends to be pulled away from the main profile even at low flow velocities,

which increases the tendency of the slat to open. Furthermore, the slat's lower side can be designed without the boundary condition that it needs

to fit to the leading edge of the main airfoil, when the slat is closed, which increases the design space of the slat contour. Additionally, the main

F IGURE 1 Scheme of the design process to optimize the shape and position of the passive-adaptive slat for a DU-91-W2-250 airfoil

F IGURE 2 Manso Jaume and Wild's16 integrated slat design and superimposed slat design for the original DU-91-W2-250 profile
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airfoil shape has a high curvature in the region where the slat trailing edge is positioned, which has a positive effect on the slats dumping effect

according to Smith.12

2.2 | Design parameter

In the beginning of the slat shape optimization, different design strategies were tested. With reference to the lift and drag of the airfoil, the most

promising design was reached by describing the two-dimensional slat contour with four separate splines with tangentially constant transition.

Since the slat is designed as integrated geometry, one boundary condition for the suction side of the slat is given by the shape of the DU-

91-W2-250 airfoils upper side. The yellow spline in Figure 4 is therefore following the contour of the DU-91-W2-250 airfoils upper side until

point P1, which is equal to the leading edge of the original airfoil. The red spline keeps on following the contour of the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil until

point P2, which is defined by the distance a. The green spline is connecting point P2 with point P3 on the chord line defined by parameter b. The

blue spline is connecting point P3 and the slat trailing edge. The minimal thickness of the slat trailing edge (tTE) is defined in relation to the airfoil

chord length (c) as tTE=c¼0:002 to guarantee the mechanical strength of a model during upcoming wind tunnel investigations. The bounds of the

design parameters a and b (see Table 1) are given by the contour of the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil and the leading edge region of the main

airfoil. The resulting design space of the slat shape is represented by the gray area in Figure 4.

The open slat position is defined by rotating the closed slat around a virtual hinge Srot. In addition to the slat shape, the coordinates of this slat

rotation point Srot as well as the gap size between the trailing edge of the open slat and the main airfoil are subject to changes during the optimiza-

tion process. The bounds of the x and y-coordinates of the slat rotation point were defined as 0 < Srotx=c<0:5 and 0:05< Sroty=c<2:0 with refer-

ence to the leading edge of the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil. The baseline position of the slat rotation point was defined below the chord line

close to the lower front region of the main airfoil to avoid a great slope of the extension curve of the slat trailing edge. For a better understanding,

a slat design by Maxwell23 is shown in Figure 5. In this slat design, the slat opens with the slat leading edge high above the main airfoil. Braun21

observed in his studies of the aerodynamic impact of the slat movement that an extension of the slat with such a high slope can lead to

F IGURE 3 Geometry of the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil with fixed integrated slat (top)16 and with integrated slat with increased chord length as
baseline geometry for the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil with closed passive-adaptive slat (bottom)

F IGURE 4 Baseline geometry of the DU-91-W2-250 profile with integrated slat and optimization parameters of the slat shape “a” and “b”
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detachment phenomena at the slat trailing edge. Such an opening behavior was noticed in the preliminary studies of the passive-adaptive slat

design, too, which explains why the baseline and the bounds of the design parameters were chosen as mentioned.

The geometry of the open and closed slat including the three parameters, which are defining the open slat position, can be seen in Figure 6.

The design parameters are varied during the optimization process, and a new flow simulation was carried out for each resulting geometry.

2.3 | Grid generation

For every evaluated airfoil geometry, two block structured grids were generated by using the DLR grid generation tool MegaCADs.24 The grid for

the airfoil with closed slat consists of about 73k points and the grid for the completely open slat geometry consists of about 98k points. Both

geometries are meshed in a two-dimensional grid, which is designed as C-type grid for three multigrid levels. The resolution of the boundary layer

is obtained by at least 32 cells in the region normal to the wall and a first wall spacing that achieves an y + value of about 1. The block topology

and the grid resolution are following best practices obtained from mesh sensitivity studies for high-lift system flows.25 The nearfield of the two

different grids is shown in Figure 7 for both configurations.

2.4 | Flow simulation

The investigated DU-91-W2-250 airfoil is a section profile of the reference rotor blade in the project SmartBlades.26 Hence, the inflow conditions

for the optimization of the slat geometry are the flow conditions at the airfoils section for the blades design tip-speed-ratio. The inflow boundary

conditions, which were used in every simulation presented in this article, are shown in Table 2.

F IGURE 5 Slat design of Maxwell23 with the slat trailing edge extended high above the main airfoil

TABLE 1 Design parameters of the slat shape and the open slat position including the parameter bounds during the optimization

a=c [�] b=c [�] gap=c [�] Srotx=c [�] Sroty=c [�]

0.01–0.06 0.00–0.06 0.01–0.026 0.00–0.50 0.05–2.00
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The simulations were performed with Reynolds-Averaged-Navier–Stokes calculations using the Spalart–Allmaras one-equation turbulence

model. The used flow solver is the DLR FLOWer code,27 which is a block structured code based on a finite-volume formulation. The simulations

in this study were run considering steady-state flow conditions. For steady calculations, the DLR FLOWer code offers the use of residual smooth-

ing and several multigrid methods. In every simulation presented in this article, the inflow was defined as uniform at the farfield boundary, and

the surface's boundary layer was set to fully turbulent. The DU-91-W2-250 airfoil has already been investigated in several researches using a con-

dition of a fully turbulent boundary layer.28-30 Within flow simulations and at scaled wind tunnel models, the position of the laminar-turbulent

transition is usually fixed to simulate a contamination of the leading edge, which appears at full-scale rotor blades. Furthermore, a laminar separa-

tion bubble can occur on small wind tunnel models with a clean surface and a low Reynolds number flow, which deteriorates the aerodynamic

performance of the airfoil.31 In these cases, the position of the laminar-turbulent transition is fixed by tripping the leading edge of the airfoil. Sen-

sitivity studies by Timmer and van Rooij28,29 have shown that the maximum lift coefficient of wind turbine profiles like the DU-91-W2-250 is sig-

nificantly reduced, when the leading edge is tripped to generate a fully turbulent boundary layer. In their studies, they placed a 0.35-mm-thick

zigzag tape on the top surface of the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil at x=c¼0:05 and compared the aerodynamic performance of the airfoil with the

aerodynamic performance of the DU-91-W2-250 in clean configuration at a Reynolds number of Re∞, Timmer≈3e6. Their studies have shown that

the maximum lift coefficient decreases by up to 15% when the leading edge is tripped. Accordingly, the aerodynamic performance of the original

DU-91-W2-250 airfoil is much higher with the use of laminar-turbulent transition instead of a condition of a fully turbulent boundary layer. Com-

parable results were found out in the investigations of Manso Jaume et al32 during investigations of the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil with a slat device.

Manso Jaume et al. investigated the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil including the superimposed slat (see Section 2.1) with the help of wind tunnel mea-

surements at ForWind, University of Oldenburg, at a Reynolds number of about Re∞,MansoJaume≈0.6e6 both with and without tripping. They have

found out that the maximum lift coefficient of the configuration with tripped superimposed slat is decreased about 11% compared to the maxi-

mum lift coefficient of the non-tripped configuration. Manso Jaume et al. also found out during the wind tunnel measurements without tripping

F IGURE 6 Baseline geometry of the DU-91-W2-250 profile with integrated slat and optimization parameters of the slat opening (rotation
point coordinates “Srotx”/“Sroty” and gap width “gap”)

F IGURE 7 Grid of the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil with integrated slat generated with MegaCADs for the closed (black) and open slat
configuration (green)

TABLE 2 Inflow conditions at the profile of the investigated rotor blade at design tip-speed-ratio

Airfoil Mach number [�] Reynolds number [106]

DU-91-W2-250 0.1077 7.89
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that the described laminar bubble developed at the leading edge of the superimposed slat. Because of the laminar separation bubble, the lift curve

was suddenly breaking, and the drag increased significantly once it completely separated. As mentioned before, such a laminar bubble occurs at

scaled wind tunnel models due to the low Reynolds number flow. For this reason, the upcoming investigations on the wind tunnel model of the

DU-91-W2-250 airfoil are carried out with a tripped slat leading edge, and the surface's boundary layer is set to fully turbulent in the simulations

of the present study. As described, the tripped leading edge especially influences the near stall region including the maximum lift coefficient of

the investigated airfoils. However, the range of application of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics is mainly designed for smaller angles of attack

(see Section 3), which means that the functioning is not particularly affected by the condition of a fully turbulent boundary layer. The presented

design is therefore also likely to be very robust against leading edge contamination, but this remains to be shown in further studies.

Manso Jaume et al. have shown as well that the numerical simulations with the use of a fully turbulent boundary layer condition were in great

accordance in comparison to the wind tunnel tests with tripping. Wild25 pointed out as well that the DLR FLOWer code predicts the aerodynamic

coefficients of lift and drag even in the near stall region very precisely in comparison to wind tunnel tests of airfoils with a slat device. Hence, the

DLR FLOWer code is fast, robust, and accurate, which makes it a good choice as simulation tool especially for the high-lift design of the passive-

adaptive slat.

2.5 | Objective function

The objective function summarizes the aerodynamic performance of the airfoil for the closed as well as the open slat configuration in a single

value. Since an aerodynamically well-designed airfoil should have a low drag and a high lift, the glide ratio cL/cD is a typical choice for a formulation

of an objective function. cL and cD are the sectional lift and the drag coefficient, respectively. To investigate whether the glide ratio is a suitable

part of the final objective function for the slat design, numerical simulations of the flow around the baseline geometry with open and closed slat

were carried out first. The resulting force polar of the baseline geometry is presented in Figure 8 in comparison to the iso-lines of the objective

functions Fobj,1 ¼�cL=cD (glide ratio, left) and Fobj,2 ¼�c3L=c
2
D (squared climb index, right). The results are presented for the closed slat configura-

tion until αmax,closed ¼13� and for the open slat configuration until αmax,open ¼31�. In both cases, a complete stall occurs on the main airfoil for

higher angles of attack, which is a highly unsteady flow phenomena and cannot be predicted with sufficient accuracy by steady-state flow

simulations.

Along the iso-lines, the two different objective functions have a constant value. The iso-lines of the glide ratio are straight lines that intersect

with the polars of the baseline geometry with closed and open slat. In contrast to the glide ratio, the iso-lines of the squared climb index are more

aligned to the polars, especially in the medium range of the drag and lift coefficients where an optimization is beneficial. Accordingly, changes of

Fobj,2 ¼�c3L=c
2
D are in this region not as sensitive to variations of boundary conditions such as the angle of attack. Hence, the use of the squared

climb index in the final objective function instead of the glide ratio enables a robust slat design independent of the exact choice of the inflow con-

ditions especially in the region where an aerodynamic optimization is advantageous.

F IGURE 8 Lift coefficient over drag coefficient of the baseline geometry with open and closed passive-adaptive slat including the iso-lines of
the objective functions Fobj,1 ¼�cL=cD (glide ratio, left) and Fobj,2 ¼�c3L=c

2
D (squared climb index, right)
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For the development of the final objective function, it was afterwards determined at which angle of attack the slat should open to define the

operational range for the closed and open slat configuration. The aerodynamic behavior of the baseline geometry was therefore investigated by

the use of the lift coefficient and the mentioned squared climb index (see Figure 9).

In Figure 9 (left), it can be seen that the lift coefficient of the baseline geometry is greater with open slat than with closed slat for α > 7�. Since

α¼7� is a little smaller than the angle of attack of the maximum lift coefficient of the baseline geometry with closed slat (αcL,max,closed ¼12�) and the

closed slat configuration has a higher lift to drag ratio than the open slat configuration for α<7�, the opening angle of attack for the passive-

adaptive kinematics 1 was defined as αopen,Kin1 ¼7�. Since αopen,Kin1 ¼7� is the maximum angle at which the slat is still retracted, the closed slat

geometry was optimized for this angle. In order to take into account both the lift and the drag of the geometry, the optimization was carried out

with reference to the mentioned squared climb index.

The open slat position was optimized for the angle of attack of the maximum climb index of the baseline geometry with open slat, which is at

α¼14� according to Figure 9 (right). Furthermore, preliminary studies for the slat shape and position design have shown that it is also necessary

to include an angle of attack close to the angle of attack of cL,max of the open slat configuration in the objective function to make sure that the

stall angle of attack of the airfoil is not decreasing during the optimization process. For this reason, the lift coefficient at α¼30� for the airfoil with

open slat is additionally included in the objective function. There may be a reduced reliability in predicting the aerodynamic behavior of the airfoil

with the passive-adaptive slat in the near stall region using steady-state flow simulations for the exact prediction of the stall onset and

corresponding lift values. On the contrary, the inclusion of an angle of attack close to the angle of attack of cL,max is in this case mainly used to

avoid a reduction of the maximum angle of attack. But as this is a comparative value within the same simulation environment, a reduced predicted

angle will largely reduce the corresponding lift coefficient and direct the optimization away from such a risk. For the correct operation of the

passive-adaptive slat, an accurate prediction of its aerodynamic behavior by numerical flow simulations is more crucial for smaller angles of attack,

especially where the slat opens and closes. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 2.4, the DLR FLOWer code predicts the near stall behavior of

an airfoil with a slat device even in steady-state simulations very well in comparison to wind tunnel tests.

Overall, the objective function Fobj is defined as follows:

Fobjð~xÞ¼�
X

i¼1,2,3

wi ∗Fið~xÞ ð2:1Þ

F1ð~xÞ¼ cL3

cD2

� �
closed,α¼7 ∘

=
cL3

cD2

� �
closed,α¼7 ∘, ref

ð2:2Þ

F2ð~xÞ¼ cL3

cD2

� �
open,α¼14 ∘

=
cL3

cD2

� �
open,α¼14 ∘, ref

ð2:3Þ

F3ð~xÞ¼ cL½ �open,α¼30 ∘ = cL½ �open,α¼30 ∘, ref ð2:4Þ

F IGURE 9 Lift coefficient (left) and squared climb index (right) of the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil with the baseline of the passive-adaptive slat
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The squared climb index c3L=c
2
D for the open and closed slat as well as the lift coefficient cL for α¼30 were weighted by the factors wi with

w1 ¼0:3,w2 ¼0:3, and w3 ¼0:4. For each of the three cases Fi that are considered in the objective function Fobj, a flow simulation was carried

out. Afterwards, the aerodynamic coefficients of the geometry were calculated and used for the objective function.

2.6 | Results of the optimization process

The final geometry was determined by using the SUBPLEX algorithm to find a minimum of the objective function by varying the design parame-

ters step by step. The SUBPLEX algorithm is a gradient-free optimizer developed by Rowan.33 The algorithm has a good convergence rate

because it solves extremum problems by separating the optimization in several low-dimensional subspaces. In these subspaces, the Simplex

method is used to find a solution for the optimization problem, which is very efficient in low-dimensional cases. Wild25 has shown that the SUB-

PLEX algorithm is suitable for the design of high-lift systems. Therefore, the SUBPLEX algorithm is chosen to optimize the integrated slat geome-

try in an efficient way. The final geometry, which was detected by the optimization procedure, is compared to the baseline geometry in Figure 10.

The comparison of the baseline geometry with the optimized geometry shows that the camber of the optimized slat is increased significantly.

Moreover, the final open slat position is further upstream in comparison to the position of the open slat in the baseline geometry, which results in

an increased total chord of the optimized geometry. In addition, the overlap of the optimized open slat and the main airfoil is reduced, and the

position of the trailing edge of the optimized open slat is changed closer towards the point of strongest curvature of the main airfoils upper side.

The position of the trailing edge is hereby close to the region of minimum pressure of the main airfoil during flow stream, which has a positive

effect on the slats dumping effect according to Smith.12 In Figure 11, the final geometry with closed and open slat is compared to the fixed inte-

grated slat and the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil. As mentioned before, the chord length and the camber of the optimized slat (Figure 11, green)

are significantly increased in comparison to the original fixed integrated slat (Figure 11, blue).

To analyze the aerodynamic behavior of the optimized geometry in comparison to the baseline geometry, the lift curve and the squared climb

index are shown in Figure 12. Hereby, the significant increase in the squared climb index by up to 10% and by round about 5% in the maximum lift

of the optimized airfoil geometry with open slat compared to the baseline geometry have to be mentioned. The increase in lift can be explained

by the increased camber of the optimized slat, which contributes a higher lift by itself, and by the increased overall chord length of the optimized

airfoil in comparison to the baseline geometry. The increased chord length of the optimized airfoil also explains the increased slope of the lift

curve compared to the lift curve of the baseline geometry. Furthermore, the comparison of the lift curves of the closed and the open final geome-

try shows clearly that the lift coefficients in the region of the slats opening (αopen, Kin1 = 7�) only slightly differ between these two configurations.

This transition between the two lift curves allows a smooth movement of the slat.

In Figure 13, the lift and the drag coefficients as well as the squared climb index of the optimized airfoil, the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil,

and the airfoil with fixed integrated slat by Manso Jaume and Wild16 are compared to each other. First of all, the increase in the maximum lift

coefficient (Figure 13, top-left) and in the maximum climb index (Figure 13, bottom) of the optimized geometry with moveable passive-adaptive

slat in comparison to the airfoil with fixed integrated slat have to be mentioned. The increase in lift is mainly the result of three changes: The opti-

mized slat geometry has a significantly larger chord length than the geometry developed by Manso Jaume and Wild, which results in a changed

F IGURE 10 Final geometry (green) of the passive-adaptive slat for the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil in closed (left) and open (right) configuration in
comparison to the baseline geometry (red)

F IGURE 11 Final geometry with passive-adaptive slat in open (green) and closed (green dotted) configuration in comparison to the geometry
with fixed integrated slat (blue) and the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil (black dotted)
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slope in the lift curve. In addition, the optimized slat has a higher camber than the fixed integrated slat. The increased circulation around such a

larger and more cambered slat increases the slat effect, which causes a reduction of the suction peak on the main profile and therefore a delay in

the tendency of the airfoil flow to separate.12 This results in a stall delay with the optimized slat geometry. The slightly closer gap supports this

effect additionally. All these geometry changes result in an increased lift coefficient of the optimized open geometry compared to the original

geometry for α > 8�. Further, the configuration with closed passive-adaptive slat shows a smaller drag coefficient and a higher lift coefficient than

the airfoil with fixed integrated slat for α < 7�. The moveable passive-adaptive slat has therefore significant advantages compared to the fixed

integrated slat.

The positive effect of the designed geometry is the typical slat behavior, which can be seen in Figure 13 (top-left). The cL, max of the final

geometry including the optimized slat has an increase by almost 130% due to a 20� increase in the angle of attack of cL, max in comparison to the

original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil. Also, the maximum climb index of the final geometry is increased by about 20% in comparison to the original air-

foil (Figure 13, bottom).

When the slat position is closed, however, the climb index is significantly lower than the climb index of the original airfoil. This is especially a

result of a higher drag of the final geometry for angles of attacks less than 10� (Figure 13, top-right). The increased total drag of the airfoils with

slat in comparison to the original airfoil is caused by the lower side cavity due to the slat integration. The airfoil's drag is reduced by the optimiza-

tion and the use of a moveable passive-adaptive slat instead of a fixed slat though, but nevertheless, further investigations of an airfoil with inte-

grated passive-adaptive slat and a low total drag at the same time needs to be done.

However, the advantage of a stall delay can be seen in the drag coefficient as well: For α > 11�, a significant increase in drag can be seen for

the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil without a slat. This drag increase is caused by a separation on the DU-91-W2-250, whereas the flow on the main air-

foil of the geometry with passive-adaptive slat is still attached.

In summary, the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil with closed passive-adaptive slat achieves a comparable cL, max and a slightly higher angle of attack of

cL, max but also has the disadvantage of a slightly higher drag coefficient compared to the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil. At the same time, the air-

foil's cL, max and the angle of attack of cL, max are greatly increased when the passive-adaptive slat is open. The passive-adaptive slat is meant to be

integrated in the root region of a wind turbine's rotor blade, which primarily operates at high local angles of attack. Daniele et al. and Teßmer

et al34,35 have shown with the use of CFD and BEM simulations that the local angle of attack is greater than 10� in the root region (0.0 < r/RBlade

< 0.25) of the reference rotor blade from the project SmartBlades at the rated wind velocity. Hereby, the root region of the reference rotor blade

operates with a partially detached flow on the upper blade surface,36 which can be avoided with the help of an open passive-adaptive slat. The

advantage of the passive-adaptive slat at high angles of attack accordingly outweighs the disadvantage at smaller angles of attack. In addition, the

passive-adaptive slat can adapt to a gusty inflow and thus improve the aerodynamic performance of the blade segment on the one hand and pre-

sumably also contribute to load reduction on the other hand. However, this have to be investigated further in subsequent studies.

For a further comparison of the aerodynamic improvement due to the passive-adaptive slat, the studies by Hansen et al37 can be consulted.

They designed aerodynamically shaped VGs and investigated their stall delay effect in comparison to typical thin plate VGs in wind tunnel tests

F IGURE 12 Lift coefficient (left) and squared climb index (right) of the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil with optimized passive-adaptive slat and the
baseline geometry
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with the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil. Their wind tunnel investigations were made with nearly the same Reynolds number (Re∞, Hansen ≈ 6.1e6) as pres-

ented in this research article. Overmore, the measurement of Hansen et al. with the clean profile DU-91-W2-250 showed nearly the same maxi-

mum lift coefficient (cL,max ¼1:44) at nearly the same angle of attack (αcL,max ¼10:38 ∘ ) as those obtained with the CFD simulations using the DLR

FLOWer code (see Figure 13, top-left). The data of Hansen et al. can therefore be used for a first plausible classification of the results. In contrast

to the airfoil with the designed passive-adaptive slat, only a stall incidence increase of round about 3� and a maximum lift coefficient of cL,max ¼
1:91 could be reached with the VGs. When classifying the stall delay of round about 20�, which is reached with the use of the passive-adaptive

slat, it must be said that such a value is a significant improvement in comparison to other state-of-the-art flow devices.

The influence of the slat on the flow around the main airfoil can also be seen in the pressure coefficient cp. In Figures 14–16, the pressure

coefficient of the DU-91-W2-250 with optimized passive-adaptive slat is presented in comparison to the pressure coefficient of the geometry

with fixed integrated slat16 and the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil for different angles of attacks.

In Figure 14, the pressure coefficients of the geometries for α¼0� and α¼7� are nearly the same. The main difference is caused by the gap

between the slat and the main airfoil for the fixed integrated slat and due to the lower side cavity for both slat variants.

By comparing the pressure coefficient of the airfoils with slat at higher angles of attack in Figures 15 and 16 (left), it can be noticed that the

suction peak on the fixed integrated slat and the passive-adaptive slat are almost identical. The main difference in the pressure coefficient of the

F IGURE 13 Lift coefficient (top-left), drag coefficient (top-right), and squared climb index (bottom) of the optimized geometry with passive-
adaptive slat, the airfoil with fixed integrated slat, and the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil
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slats is that the suction peak of the passive-adaptive slat, however, is further forward due to its lateral displacement. The main reason for the

increase in lift on the passive-adaptive slat is accordingly the increase in the chord length. In Figures 15 and 16 (left), the reduced suction peak at

the main airfoil with the passive-adaptive slat in comparison to the main airfoil with fixed integrated slat can be seen as well. As mentioned before,

this is caused by the increased slat effect, due to greater circulation at the passive-adaptive slat compared to the fixed integrated slat. The

reduced suction peak on the main airfoil leads to a stall delay, which can be seen especially in the pressure distribution at α¼28�, shown in

Figure 16 (right). The pressure coefficient is constant on the suction side of the fixed integrated slat configuration for x/c>0.6, which is caused by

a separation on the main airfoil, whereas the pressure coefficient on the suction side of the main airfoil with passive-adaptive slat continues to

decrease in this area as the flow is still attached.

F IGURE 14 Pressure coefficient cp of the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil in comparison to the airfoil with fixed integrated slat and the airfoil
with passive-adaptive slat for the closed configuration at α¼0� (left) and at α¼7� (right)

F IGURE 15 Pressure coefficient cp of the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil in comparison to the airfoil with fixed integrated slat and the airfoil
with passive-adaptive slat for the open configuration at α¼8� (left) and at α¼14� (right)
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For a better understanding of the flow phenomena that occur when using the passive-adaptive slat, the flow field around the closed as well

as the open slat configuration is presented in Figures 17 and 18. First of all, the developed stagnation area between the slat and the main airfoil

for the case with α¼0� (Figure 17) has to be mentioned. When the slat is completely closed, the developed vortex extends throughout the whole

lower side cavity of the airfoil. Such a flow phenomenon can be described as a trapped vortex,38,39 which is held stable in this body near position.

F IGURE 16 Pressure coefficient cp of the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil with passive-adaptive slat in comparison to the airfoil with fixed integrated
slat and the original airfoil at α¼20� (left) and in comparison to the airfoil with fixed integrated slat at α¼28� (right)

F IGURE 17 Flow field around the airfoil with optimized passive-adaptive slat for α¼0� in closed (top) and open (bottom) configuration
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The vortex enlarges the effective airfoil contour as sensed by the major passing flow. When looking at the flow on the upper side of the profile,

however, no conspicuous flow phenomena can be observed in the closed configuration. The flow on the main airfoil is attached, which is similar

to the behavior of the original DU-91-W2-250 airfoil in the clean configuration at low angles of attack. When the slat is open, the pronounced

recirculation area at the lower side of the slat occurs as well. Because of the extended vortex, there is hardly any gap flow, which has a negative

impact on the boundary layer of the main airfoil resulting in a separated flow at the trailing edge region for x/c>0.7.

In Figure 18, a flow separation for x/c > 0.6 at α¼12� for the closed slat configuration can be seen as well. This flow behavior is also known

from the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil in the clean configuration at higher angles of attack. In contrast to the closed slat configuration, the recirculation

area at the lower side of the open slat configuration is getting much smaller with increasing angle of attack. Because of the reduced vortex size at

α¼12�, a clear gap flow can be seen, and the separation at the trailing edge of the main airfoil with open slat is no longer present. With the defini-

tion of the opening angle of attack of the passive-adaptive slat as αopen,Kin1 ¼7�, the advantages of the closed configuration for low angles of

attack and the advantages of the open configuration for high angles of attack can be used.

3 | DESIGN OF THE SLAT KINEMATICS

After the closed and completely open position of the slat have been optimized, the kinematics for an optimal opening and closing have to be

designed. First of all, the principle of the passive-adaptive actuation is presented in the following section. Afterwards, the optimization of the

passive-adaptive slat kinematics is described. The principle as well as the design of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics are presented for a two-

dimensional wind tunnel model, which will be investigated in upcoming measurements at ForWind, University of Oldenburg.

3.1 | Principle of the passive-adaptive actuation

The first idea of the passive-adaptive slat concept is based on the kinematics according to Petrikat20 and Braun.21 Braun and Petrikat proposed a

kinematics, which extends the slat solely due to the aerodynamic forces acting on it. The slat shall open as soon as a certain lift coefficient is

F IGURE 18 Flow field around the airfoil with optimized passive-adaptive slat for α¼12� in closed (top) and open (bottom) configuration
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reached at a specific angle of attack of the airfoil. The principle of this passive-adaptive actuation can be seen in Figure 19, which sketches the

kinematics design for the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil.

The designed kinematics consists of three levers, which are connected by pivot joints. The virtual intersection point of the lever A (1) and

lever B (2) forms the instantaneous center of rotation. If this center lies to the left of the resulting aerodynamic force Fres, Slat of the slat, an open-

ing moment M is created by the slat. The closed slat (3) is accordingly pulled away from the main profile by the aerodynamic forces. The opening

process is limited by a stopper (4), which defines the optimized fully open position of the slat (5). A closing moment arises, when the resulting

aerodynamic force of the slat moves to the left of the instantaneous center of rotation. In this case, the slat is pushed to the main profile, and the

slot gets closed again. The objectives and thus the guidelines for the kinematics design can be described as follows 20,21:

1. A defined slat end position must be achieved.

2. The opening and closing of the slat must be initiated at a previously defined lift coefficient at a certain angle of attack.

3. The opening and closing of the slat must be quick but smooth.

4. When the slat is opening or closing, the flow at the main airfoil must not be disturbed by flow separations.

The design of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics was driven with reference to these guidelines. The defined slat end position, which must

be achieved when opening the slat, is the optimized completely open position described in Section 2.6. To reach the defined slat end position and

to realize the opening of the slat at the aimed angle of attack, the pivots and levers of the kinematics have to be arranged. The optimization of the

slat kinematics levers and pivot points is described in the following section. It has to be mentioned that this first design of the kinematic

mechanisms is based on the investigations of Petrikat20 and Braun21 and similar to their work was developed without an inclusion of friction and

inertia.

3.2 | Optimization of the pivot point positions

To develop a passive-adaptive kinematics, which is opening and closing as designed, the positions of the kinematics pivots have to be optimized

in such a way that the corresponding resulting aerodynamic force of the slat passes exactly through the instantaneous center of rotation, both in

the closed and in the open slat position at the defined opening (αopen) or closing angle of attack (αclose). The aim of the kinematics design is thus,

that the common point of intersection of lever A and lever B in closed slat position hits the resulting aerodynamic force of the slat Fres,Slat,closed,αopen
and the intersection point of lever A and lever B with open slat position hits the resulting aerodynamic force Fres,Slat,open,αclose . To investigate differ-

ent opening and closing behaviors of the slat, the angles αopen and αclose are differently defined for the two designed kinematics (see Table 3).

The opening angle of kinematics 1 is defined larger than the closing angle in order to be able to use a kinematics, in which the slat is for sure

completely open for α > 7� and completely closed for α < 5�. The slat is therefore in most cases at the closed or optimized open position.

F IGURE 19 Sketch of the principle of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics for the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil with: 1—Lever A, 2—Lever B, 3—
Closed Slat, 4—Stopper Element Open Slat Position, 5—Open Slat

TABLE 3 Opening (αopen αopen) and closing angle of attacks (αclose) of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics

Configuration αopen [�] αclose [�]

Kinematics 1 7 5

Kinematics 2 6 13
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The slight difference between the two opening angles of the two kinematics enables studying on the sensitivity of the opening behavior of

the slat. Additionally, the second kinematics should ensure that the slat is completely open at the angle of attack of maximum climb

(αcL3=2=cD ,max ¼14�). The slat should gradually move between the open and closed position with reference to the inflow angle of attack. This is

achieved by designing a transition range of the angle of attack, in which the slat is neither completely closed nor completely open. Hence, kine-

matics 2 is designed that an opening moment occurs on the slat in the closed position for α>6� and a closing moment occurs on the slat for the

completely open position for angles of attack with α<13�. In the range of α¼6� …13�, the slat is accordingly in the middle position, whereby it

does not open or close abruptly, but is gradually moving with reference to the angle of attack. The slat's position is therefore adapted passively to

the inflow and should accordingly adapt to changes in the angle of attack during gusty inflow as well.

The optimized point of rotation Srot around which the whole slat geometry moves is another boundary condition that has to be respected.

Furthermore, the movement of the slat should start at the defined closed and stop at the defined completely open position. These boundary con-

ditions reduce the eight coordinates of the pivot points to four free variables whose parameter space has to be examined. The four pivot point

coordinates that are changed during the optimization process are sketched in Figure 20 including the position of the spar as further limitation.

Since the entire kinematics has to be installed in the front area of the main airfoil, the limitations of the individual pivot point coordinates are

given by the leading edge of the main airfoil, the spar position, and the minimum distance of each pivot defined by the bearing size. The minimum

distance of the bearings middle point and therefore the minimum distance of the pivot points was defined as dBearings=c¼0:03. During the optimi-

zation of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics, the four pivot point coordinates By, Cx, Cy, and Dx were iteratively changed, and the dependent

pivot point coordinates Ax, Ay, Bx, and Dy were calculated by the use of the boundary conditions and angle relations between the levers and the

slat geometry, which are described more detailed in appendix A1.

Since the four dependent pivot point coordinates (Ax, Ay, Bx, Dy) and thus the instantaneous center of rotation react very sensitive to the

variation of the four free parameters (By, Cx, Cy, Dx), a Design of Experiment (DOE) was first carried out to investigate the parameter space;

625 parameter variations were carried out, which allow a first overview of potentially favorable pivot positions. Based on the best combination of

parameters of the DOE, a SUBPLEX algorithm was again used to find the optimal kinematics design. Hereby, it was important that the fourth goal

in Section 3.1 is achieved: Disturbances on the main airfoil flow caused by separations on the slat when opening or closing would reduce the aero-

dynamic performance of the airfoil. Both the DOE and the SUBPLEX algorithm were therefore carried out on the basis of the climb index at the

half-opened slat position for the angles αopen and αclose.

F IGURE 20 Sketch of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics including the pivot point coordinates, which are changed during the optimization
(green) with the spar position (red) and the airfoils leading edge as boundaries

F IGURE 21 Designed airfoil with closed passive-adaptive slat
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3.3 | Results of the design of the passive-adaptive slat including the two kinematics

After the pivot points of the two kinematics were optimized, a 3D model was generated in CAD. The final geometry of the passive-adaptive slat

including the kinematics is shown in Figures 21 and 22.

In Figure 21, the designed airfoil is presented with closed passive-adaptive slat. The model is designed for the use in wind tunnel investiga-

tions at ForWind, University of Oldenburg. Therefore, it has a chord length of 0.3 m and a width of 0.8 m. Figure 22 shows the airfoil from the

same perspective as in Figure 21 with the main airfoil faded out to make the kinematics blocks inside of the airfoil visible. The airfoil is designed

with four identical kinematics blocks, which can be replaced with blocks of differently designed kinematics. The kinematics blocks are connected

by a shaft, which guarantees a uniform opening of the four kinematics. In Figures 23–25, the two different kinematics and their differences in the

pivot point positions are presented.

As presented in Figure 23, an adjustable screw is used as a stopper (3) for the closed slat position of the kinematics. This screw allows a varia-

tion of the closed slat position and thus prevents the kinematics from jamming due to static friction, because the slat does not rest completely on

the main airfoil in the closed position. Therefore, the trailing edge of the slat does not touch the main airfoil, which has the further positive effect

that the main airfoil cannot be damaged by the slat, if it closes. In addition, the adjustable screw enables investigations of different slat positions

and consequently also studies on the aerodynamic behavior of the airfoil with gap variation between the slat and the main airfoil. Furthermore,

the position of the closed slat and hence its aerodynamic moment can be varied by changing the closed slat position with the help of the adjusting

screw. At the same time, the position of the intersection point of the two kinematics levers can be changed by the adjustable screw. Therefore,

the opening moment of the slat and the opening and closing behavior of the slat kinematics can be varied. This is especially necessary because

the first design of the kinematics is carried out without an inclusion of friction and inertia. If the friction inside of the kinematics is too high and

the slat is not opening, the closed slat position and its opening moment can be changed by the use of the screw.

F IGURE 22 Designed airfoil with closed passive-adaptive slat (main airfoil faded out)

F IGURE 23 Airfoil with closed passive-adaptive slat including kinematics 1 (left) and kinematics 2 (right) as slice of the CAD model for
upcoming wind tunnel investigations with: 1—Lever A, 2—Lever B, 3—Stopper Element Closed Slat Position, 4—Stopper Element Open Slat
Position, 5—Pivot A, 6—Pivot B, 7—Pivot C, 8—Pivot D
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Figures 24 and 25 depict the two designed kinematics in closed and open position together with the resulting aerodynamic force vector at

the designated angle of attack for opening and closing. It can be seen that the intersection point of the levers A and B, and therefore, the instanta-

neous center of rotation of the slat is exactly on the slats resulting aerodynamic force in the closed position for αopen and in the open position for

αclose. The point of application and the direction of the slats resulting aerodynamic force are determined by means of flow simulations (see

Section 2.6). In that case, the lever arm of the resulting aerodynamic force and therefore the resulting aerodynamic moment on the airfoils slat

with reference to the instantaneous center of rotation are accordingly zero. When the local angle of attack changes, the point of application and

the direction of the aerodynamic force of the slat change accordingly. With increasing local angle of attack and a constant inflow velocity, the lift

force and the angle of the resulting aerodynamic force δ is increasing, too.20 For α > αopen, the resulting aerodynamic force thus moves to the right

of the kinematics levers intersection point, and an opening moment is arising on the slat. Hence, the slat is opening for α > αopen and equivalent

closing for α < αclose. The final position of the slat should be achieved with the help of a stop element as it can be seen in Figure 25. This limits the

maximum opening angle of the levers and makes the kinematics come to a halt precisely at the designed open position.

4 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This contribution describes the design of a passive-adaptive slat for a DU-91-W2-250 airfoil. The slat is moved on a kinematics only by the air

forces acting on it. In the beginning of the design procedure, the slat shape and the final position of the open slat were defined with the use of a

RANS-based optimization. The slat geometry was optimized with reference to the maximum lift and the maximum climb index of the airfoil. After-

wards, two different kinematics were developed, which open and close the slat at different defined angles of attack. The designed airfoil including

the passive-adaptive slat leads to an increase of the maximum angle of attack by 20� as well as to an increase of the maximum climb index by

20% compared to the original profile. Especially compared to conventional stall delay devices such as VGs, these values are a significant improve-

ment in aerodynamic performance. Hansen et al37 achieved a stall delay of 3� with aerodynamical shaped VGs attached to the DU-91-W2-250

F IGURE 24 Airfoil with closed passive-adaptive slat including the intersection point of lever A and B (M0) and the resulting aerodynamic
force of the slat with application point X for α¼7� with kinematics 1 (left) and α¼6� with kinematics 2 (right)

F IGURE 25 Airfoil with open passive-adaptive slat including the intersection point of lever A and B (M1) and the resulting aerodynamic force
of the slat with application point X for α¼5� with kinematics 1 (left) and α¼13� with kinematics 2 (right)
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airfoil in comparable flow conditions. Furthermore, the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil with closed passive-adaptive slat for α < 7� and with open passive-

adaptive slat for α > 9� achieves a higher climb index and therefore a better aerodynamic performance than the same airfoil with fixed integrated

slat. Accordingly, the positive effects of a movable slat could be clearly demonstrated.

There is potential for improvement since the airfoil with a movable slat has a lower drag coefficient than the airfoil with a fixed slat but espe-

cially for small angles of attack still a higher drag coefficient than the original profile. As Steiner et al17 pointed out, the drag as well as the lift coef-

ficient of the designed airfoil could be improved by designing the slat and the main airfoil together. In the next step, the aerodynamic behavior of

the designed airfoil and its passive-adaptive slat will be investigated in a wind tunnel. During the wind tunnel tests, the numerical simulations will

be validated, and the opening and closing behavior of the slat will be investigated. In addition, it is important to investigate how the passive-

adaptive slat behaves in gusty inflows as well as in a rotating system, when installed at a wind turbine's rotor blade. Furthermore, the influence of

such a movable slat on the structural design of a rotor blade has to be explored.

A key aspect of the upcoming researches will be to investigate how such a passive-adaptive slat can be integrated into a full-scale model of a

rotor blade. As a first orientation, the following procedure should be followed: The design of the shape and position of the 3D passive-adaptive

slat can be fulfilled equivalent to the procedure for the development of the 2D passive-adaptive slat of the DU-91-W2-250 airfoil (see Section 2).

With the use of 2D RANS-based optimization, the section profiles of the rotor blade including the passive-adaptive slat should be designed at var-

ious section positions. In the course of this, studies should be carried out on the optimal spanwise position of the slat at the rotor blade. Subse-

quently, the optimized full-scale geometry of the rotor blade including the passive-adaptive slat should be investigated using 3D RANS

simulations, and the slat shape including its side edges as well as the slat position should be adjusted if necessary. When designing the passive-

adaptive slat kinematics including the slat's opening and closing angle of attack, it is important to design the mechanical lever's virtual inter-

section point with reference to the resulting aerodynamic force application point as well as with reference to the aerodynamic force resultant of

the 3D slat. Accordingly, each spanwise mechanism should be designed with reference to one common pivot point around which the whole slat

geometry is moving around. The optimization procedure can be done in an equivalent way to the procedure presented in Section 3. Hereby, the

spanwise spar position as well as the local twist angle of the full-scale rotor blade should be used as a boundary condition. As in the wind tunnel

model, it is essential for the functioning of the passive-adaptive slat mechanism that the spanwise kinematics blocks are connected by a shaft (see

Section 3.3). Otherwise, the mechanisms will not open simultaneously and the slat will jam. In addition, it is also important to create a

readjustment option inside of the 3D mechanisms such as an adjusting screw (see Section 3.3) with which the position of the slat and the position

of the mechanical levers can be adjusted. In front of the integration of the slat in the full-scale blade, a weight estimation of the slat should also

be made in order to correctly dimension the slat mechanism itself and the spanwise number of mechanisms. When designing the passive-adaptive

slat for a full-scale model, the work of Rudolph40 and Niu41 should be considered. They have discussed several mechanisms for high-lift devices

on commercial aircrafts and give some guidelines that have to be considered during the development of a 3D high-lift device including fail-safe-

strategies.

Another aspect that needs to be investigated is the effect of the designed leading-edge slat on noise generation. From aircraft design, it is

known that slats are a dominant source of airframe noise especially during aircraft landing.42-44 Furthermore, Suryadi et al45 investigated the noise

generation of a rigid inboard slat at a wind turbine using DLRs numerical prediction toolchain FRPM/FMCAS (Fast Random Particle Mesh/Fast

Multipole Code for Acoustic Shielding). According to their research, the slat noise contributions are negligible only for small wind velocities. Espe-

cially in the fully-load region, the slat contributes an additional 1.5 dBA to the A-rated overall sound pressure level of the rotor blades. Hence, the

noise generation of the designed passive-adaptive slat will be analyzed in detail with the help of upcoming aeroacoustic measurements at

ForWind, University of Oldenburg. Based on the results of the aeroacoustic measurements, noise reduction techniques can be developed for the

designed airfoil, and the optimization procedure can be improved with reference to noise generation. The additional noise emission generated by

the passive-adaptive slat should also be investigated in more detail using highly resolved numerical methods. In the course of this, the influence of

the laminar-turbulent transition on the aerodynamic performance of the airfoil with slat compared to the clean DU-91-W2-250 airfoil without slat

device should be further investigated. Within this context, sensitivity studies about the robustness of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics against

leading edge contamination needs to be done. Since the range of application of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics is mainly designed for small

angles of attack (see Section 3), the functioning of the passive-adaptive mechanism should not be affected by a leading edge contamination, but

this remains to be seen in further investigations.
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APPENDIX A: Determination of the dependent pivot point coordinates with the help of the geometric boundary conditions

The leading edge including the kinematics and the parameter names that are used in the equations are sketched in Figure A.1 and Figure A.2.

Hereby, the four pivot points are defined as follows:

A¼Ax ∗ ex!þAy ∗ ey! ðA1Þ

B¼Bx ∗ ex!þBy ∗ ey! ðA2Þ

C¼Cx ∗ ex!þCy ∗ ey! ðA3Þ

D¼Dx ∗ ex!þDy ∗ ey! ðA4Þ

The indices of the pivot points are describing the position of the slat with closed as index “0” and completely open as index “1.” Furthermore,

in Figure A.1, the relation between the pivot points C and D and the optimized point of rotation Srot becomes clear. The perpendicular bisector of

the straight line that connects C0 and C1 runs exactly through pivot point B and the perpendicular bisector of the straight line that connects D0

and D1 runs exactly through pivot point A. Additionally, the rotation point Srot is the virtual intersection point of these two perpendicular bisec-

tors. The angle ϕ between the two perpendicular bisectors is the angle the whole slat geometry is rotated around the point Srot to reach the

completely open position.
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When looking at the vectors in Figure A.2, it also becomes clear that the definition of Cx0 and Cy0 immediately defines point C1. The angle ζ is

the same for the vectors with closed (red) and open slat (blue). Furthermore, the length of the vectors is equal with the following:

juC0

�!j¼ juC1

�!j ðA5Þ

Equivalently, the angle ζ0 between the trailing edge of the slat and the vector uD
�! is the same for the closed and for the open slat position.

The length of the vectors in Figure A.2 is also related with the following:

juD0

�!j¼ juD1

�!j ðA6Þ

With the acute angle χ0 between the closed slats trailing edge and the axis of ex
!, the coordinates of point C1 can be determined with the

relation:

χ1 ¼ϕ� χ0 ðA7Þ

C1 ¼ðsTEb,x1 �cosðχ1Þ∗ juC1

�!jÞ∗ ex!þðsTEb,y1 � sinðχ1� ζÞ∗ juC1

�!jÞ∗ ey! ðA8Þ

F IGURE A .2 Detail of the sketched passive-adaptive slat kinematics including the vector connecting the corner of the trailing edge of the
closed slat with C0/D0 (red) and the corner of the trailing edge of the open slat with C1/D1 (blue)

F IGURE A .1 Leading edge of the designed airfoil with a sketch of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics including the pivot points in closed
(index “0”) and open (index “1”) position and the perpendicular bisector between the points C0/C1 and D0/D1, which intersection point is the
optimized slat rotation point Srot
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An equivalent system of equations results for the determination of point D1 with the slat open:

D1 ¼ðsTEb,x1 þ cosðχ1�ζ0Þ∗ juD1

�!jÞ∗ ex!þðsTEb,y1 � sinðχ1� ζ0Þ∗ juD1

�!jÞ∗ ey! ðA9Þ

Since Dy0 and therefore uD0

�! and uD1

�! are not known, the relation between the two points D0 and D1 as well as their relation to the rotation

point Srot and C0 and C1 is necessary to determine the position of point D1. These relations can be described with the following:

CM ¼ðCx0 þ0:5∗ ðCx1 �Cx0 ÞÞ∗ ex!þðCy0 þ0:5∗ ðCy1 �Cy0 ÞÞ∗ ey! ðA10Þ

DM ¼ðDx0 þ0:5∗ ðDx1 �Dx0 ÞÞ∗ ex!þðDy0 þ0:5∗ ðDy1 �Dy0 ÞÞ∗ ey! ðA11Þ

The perpendicular bisectors g
!
and f

!
in Figure A.1 can be described with the following equation:

g
!¼ mg

�!∗ rgþng
! with rg � ℝ ðA12Þ

f
!¼ mf

�!∗ rf þ nf
! with rf � ℝ ðA13Þ

Furthermore, the coordinates of the support vector n
!

and of the direction vector m
!

that are describing the lines g
!

and f
!
can be formulated

as follows:

mg
�!¼ðSrotx �CM,xÞ∗ ex!þðSroty �CM,yÞ∗ ey! ðA14Þ

mf
�!¼ðSrotx �DM,xÞ∗ ex!þðSroty �DM,yÞ∗ ey! ðA15Þ

ng
!¼CM,x ∗ ex!þCM,y ∗ ey! ðA16Þ

nf
!¼DM,x ∗ ex!þDM,y ∗ ey! ðA17Þ

With the condition that the resulting force vector of the slat Fres,Slat,closed,αopen shall exactly go through the intersection of kinematics levers A

and B (instantaneous pole M0) with the slat closed and the condition that the resulting force vector of the slat Fres,Slat,open,αclose shall exactly go

through the intersection of kinematics levers A and B (instantaneous pole M1) with the slat open, the coordinates of the pivot points B and finally

A can be calculated. For a better understanding of the variables in the following equations, the intersection point of the levers A and B and the

resulting aerodynamic force of the slat are sketched for the closed as well as the open slat in Figure A.3.

As mentioned before, the perpendicular bisector described by g
!
is going through pivot point B. Furthermore, the lines described by b0

�!
and

by b1
�!

have an intersection point at pivot point B, too, which means that pivot point B can be determined by calculating this intersection point.

The lines described by a
!
and b

!
that are sketched in Figure A.3 can be described as follows:

a0
�!¼ma0

��!∗ ra0 þ na0
�! with ra0 � ℝ ðA18Þ

a1
�!¼ma1

��!∗ ra1 þ na1
�! with ra1 � ℝ ðA19Þ

b0
�!¼mb0

��!∗ rb0 þ nb0
�! with rb0 � ℝ ðA20Þ

b1
�!¼mb1

��!∗ rb1 þ nb1
�! with rb1 � ℝ ðA21Þ
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The coordinates of the support vector n
!
and of the direction vector m

!
that are describing the lines a

!
and b

!
for the closed and open slat posi-

tion can be formulated with the help of the instantaneous poles M0 and M1 as follows:

mb0
��!¼ðMx0 �Cx0 Þ∗ ex!þðMy0 �Cy0 Þ∗ ey! ðA22Þ

mb1
��!¼ðMx1 �Cx1 Þ∗ ex!þðMy1 �Cy1 Þ∗ ey! ðA23Þ

ma0
��!¼ðMx0 �Dx0 Þ∗ ex!þðMy0 �Dy0 Þ∗ ey! ðA24Þ

ma1
��!¼ðMx1 �Dx1 Þ∗ ex!þðMy1 �Dy1 Þ∗ ey! ðA25Þ

nb0
�!¼Cx0 ∗ ex

!þCy0 ∗ ey
! ðA26Þ

nb1
�!¼Cx1 ∗ ex

!þCy1 ∗ ey
! ðA27Þ

na0
�!¼Dx0 ∗ ex

!þDy0 ∗ ey
! ðA28Þ

na1
�!¼Dx1 ∗ ex

!þDy1 ∗ ey
! ðA29Þ

Finally, the pivot point B can be found by calculating the intersection point of the line that is described by vector g
!

and the line that is

described by vector b1
�!

.

g
!¼ b1

�! ðA30Þ

ðSrot�CMÞ∗ rgþCM ¼ðM1�C1Þ∗ rb1 þC1 ðA31Þ

F IGURE A .3 Sketch of the passive-adaptive slat kinematics including the pivot points and the intersection point M of lever A and lever B for
the closed (index “0”) and completely open slat position (index “1”), which are designed to go exactly through the resulting aerodynamic force of
the slat at the defined angle of attack
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The resulting equation to calculate the pivot point B is as follows:

B
!¼ððSrot,x�CM,xÞ∗ rgþCM,xÞ∗ ex!þððSrot,y�CM,yÞ∗ rgþCM,yÞ∗ ey! ðA32Þ

with rg ¼ CM,x�Cx1

Mx1 �Cx1
�CM,y�Cy1

My1 �Cy1

� �
=

Srot,y�CM,y

My1 �Cy1

�Srot,x�CM,x

Mx1 �Cx1

� �
ðA33Þ

Equivalent, the pivot point A can be found by calculating the intersection point of the line that is described by vector f
!

and the line that is

described by vector a0
�!.

f
!¼ a0

�! ðA34Þ

ðSrot�DMÞ∗ rf þDM ¼ðM0�D0Þ∗ ra0 þD0 ðA35Þ

The resulting equation to calculate the pivot point A is as follows:

A
!¼ððSrot,x�DM,xÞ∗ rf þDM,xÞ∗ ex!þððSrot,y�DM,yÞ∗ rf þDM,yÞ∗ ey! ðA36Þ

with rf ¼ DM,x�Dx0

Mx0 �Dx0
�DM,y�Dy0

My0 �Dy0

� �
=

Srot,y�DM,y

My0 �Dy0

�Srot,x�DM,x

Mx0 �Dx0

� �
ðA37Þ
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